Виявлені зміни кровотоку у дітей з малими серцевими аномаліями свідчать про зниження кровотоку по хребтових артеріях з перерозподілом кровотоку у вигляді його збільшення по основній артерії. Дані зміни пов’язані з рефлекторною авторегуляцією судинного тонусу у відповідь на порушення вегетативного гомеостазу.

Аналізуючи венозний кровоток у дітей з малими серцевими аномаліями, встановлено таку структуру порушення по v.jugularis: з правого домінуюче порушення венозного відтoku у вигляді якісних змін спектрограми над лівою (37,5 та 21,8% відповідно).

Отже, враховуючи вищезгадані результати, мозковий кровоток, за даними УЗДГ дослідження, можна вважати задовільним у дітей з АПХ. Зміни з боку еластико-тональних властивостей судин можна пов’язати з порушенням вегетативного балансу.
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Introduction. Different technologies were used for analysis of heart electrical instabilities [1, 2, 3, 4, 5], but individual diagnosis by Delaunay triangulation, Voronoi Diagrams methods remain actual for cardiology [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. The quality of heart arrhythmia and conduction disturbances diagnosis is derived by individual etiological and pathogenetic features [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. Qualitative and quantitative characteristics of 2D, 3D electrocardiograms in the patients with pirouette ventricular pair extrasystoles gave us possibilities to determine peculiarities of oxymoron,
fractal and antifractal, racemic Moebius strip like transitions and iteration [6, 7] (fig. 1).

The purpose of this study was to streamline of individual diagnosis by Delaunay triangulation, Voronoi Diagrams, convex methods for heart electrical instabilities diagnosis as prerequisite to treatment.

Methods. The object of study was 30 electrocardiograms with different types of heart electrical instabilities. We used algorithm for diagnosing heart electrical instability, which reduces to qualitative and quantitative analysis of electrocardiograms (ECG) in standard, inverted, 3D (as rotation bodies of ECG elements) forms; constructing graphs, including “Gift wrapping” algorithm; Delaunay triangulation, Voronoi Diagrams analysis, calculation distances between points, angles between arcs, graphs; comparison of qualitative and quantitative characteristics of these arcs, graphs; the rotation volume, surfaces of the electrocardiograms elements; formulation of the diagnostic conclusion.

![Fig. 1. The convex hull of complexes and rotation bodies of electrocardiogram elements as Moebius strip like constituents in the patients with pair pirouette ventricular premature beats [6](image)]
We were used Typical Conceptual Spaces by some general principles [8] and our concepts of it [4, 5].

Results. We determinate disturbances of heart rhythm and conductivity components as unity of opposites, antonyms; oxymorons [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. Qualitative and quantitative characteristics of electrocardiograms in the patients with heart electrical instabilities, including pirouette ventricular pair extrasystoles, pirouette ventricular tachycardia gave us possibilities to determine peculiarities of oxymoron, fractal and anti-fractal, racemic Moebius strip like transitions and iteration [6, 7].

Fig. 2. Delaunay triangulation ECG analysis in the patients with pair pirouette ventricular premature beats

The rotation volume of the spin dependent electrocardiograms elements showed the performed depolarization and repolarization work in the atria and
ventricles as a derivative of speed and time [4, 5]. The surface of such bodies reflects the front of movement of electromagnetic waves. Qualitative and quantitative characteristics of 3D electrocardiograms gave us possibilities to determine peculiarities of rhythm and conduction disturbances [4, 5].

**Fig. 3. Delaunay triangulation and Voronoi Diagrams ECG analysis in the patients with pair pirouette ventricular premature beats**

Discussion. The proposed technology of heart electrical instability analysis by using Delaunay triangulation and Voronoi Diagrams, convex ECG analysis promotes understanding of heart electrical instability mechanisms, improves the quality of diagnosis as precondition to correct of the treatment. Electrical instability of the heart is derived from its structural and electrical remodeling [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. Characteristics of volume, surface, spin, chirality of rotation bodies of electrocardiogram elements give us possibilities to determine depolarization and repolarization electro-magnetic picture, oxymo-
ron, fractal and anti-fractal, Moebius strip like transitions and iteration, state of electrical heart instabilities [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7].

Conclusion. Delaunay triangulation, Voronoi Diagrams, convex analysis of electrocardiograms gave us possibilities to improve the quality of heart electric instability mechanisms diagnosis.

Such mathematical methods are a prerequisite for a better understanding of treatment directions.

Fig. 4. The convex hull of complexes and rotation bodies of electrocardiogram and Voronoi Diagrams analysis in the patients with pair pirouette ventricular premature beats
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